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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f(x) be a real or complex-valued continuous function defined on 
E-1, l] andlet 
where the norm is the sup norm on [- 1, 11 and TT, denotes the set of all 
polynomials~ of degree at most n. Bernstein (12, p. 11X]; see also [5, pp. 76 
78; 6, pp. 90-941) proved that 
(1.2) 
if and only if f(x) is the restriction to E-1, I] of an eutire function S(Z). 
Varga [IS] obtained results giving the order and type of this entire function. 
Reddy j7, 81 studied the order, the lower order, and the different ty.pes 
(logarithmic type, lower type), and Juneja [4] studied the lower order. These 
authors define the order and the lower order by considering the ratio &M(r)/ 
I,r (j > 2; see remarks in this section; see also [9, 12; 7, Section 11). In this 
paper we define the generalized order p(cq /3,f) and the generalized lower 
order X(CX, p, J) on any entire function f and extend some known results on 
entire functions of infinite order. Our defirrition of ~(cI, p, f) is essentially due 
to Seremeta ([ll: Theorem I]; see also [l]). 
Let Lo denote the class of functions h satisfying the following conditions 
(H, i) and ($3, ii); 
(I-3, i) h(x) is defined on [a, co) and is positive strictly increasing, difieren- 
tiable and tends to 00 as x + KI. 




for every function $(x) such that 4(n) ----f co as x -+ GO. 
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Let A denote the class of functions h satisfying conditions (H, i) and (H, iii); 
(H, iii) lim h(cx) = 1 
X’-z h(x) ’ 
for every c > 0. 
Let f(z) be any entire function and suppose that E(X) E A, /3(x) E Lo. Write 
PC% P, f> _ lim SUP slog M(r,f)) 
X(a,p,f) - P+W 1 mf P(l% r) . (1.3) 
Then p(~, p, f) is called the generalized order offand X(CX, p f) the generalized 
lower order of J If we take a(x) = log x, /3(x) = x we get the familiar 
definitions of order [3, p. 8; 14, pp. 32-341 and the lower order [16]. 
Let P(P) denote the maximum term of an entire function f (z) = C,“=, anzn, 
v(r) the rank of ,u(r) and M(r, f) the maximum modulus. In Theorem 1 we 
consider the expressions in (1.3) when log M(r, f) is replaeed by log p(r) and 
by v(r); and in Theorem 2 we obtain an inequality between the lower order 
X(OL, j3, f) and an expression involving the coefficient a, . In Theorem 3 we use 
these results to obtain expressions for p(q /3, f) and h(ol, p, f) involving the 
approximation error En(f). We shall assume in Theorems l-3 thatfis not a 
constant function and that E(X) E A, p(x) G Lo. 
THEOREM 1. Let f(z) be entire. Set F(x, c) = /F(ca(x)), F(x, 1) = F(x). 
If for some function 4(x) tending to co (howsoever slowly) as x + co 
and if 
then 
PWW>/P(e”> --f 0, asx+m, (1.4) 
dF(x)/d(log x) = O(l), asx+ 00, (1.5) 
~(a, P, f) = liy+tw 
4x P(r)) 
B&x r> 
= lim+%up $$$ , 
h(oc, /3,.f) = lirninf 41°g Ar)) = lim inf 4”(r>> 
P(lw r) r-tm mr) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
THEOREM 2. Let 
f(z) = f a,9 
W,=O 
be an entire function. Then (i) 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
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(ii) Assume that j a,/a,+, I is ultimately a nondecreasing function of n 
and (1.4) and (1.5) hold. Then there is an equality sign i~ (1.9). 
Remark. If 
dF(x, c> ~ = O(l), 
4log 4 
x-a co, 
for every c > 0, then Seremeta [l l] has shown that 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
THEOREM 3. Let f(x) E C[-1, l] and let E%(f) be defined by (1.1$* 
Suppose (1.2) holds. Then f (x) is the restriction to [- 1, I] of an e~tire~~nct~~~ 
f (4 and (0 
(ii) Assume also (1.10) and (1.4). Then 
(1.12) 
(1.13) 
(iii) Assume further that E,( f)/E,,,( f) is ultimately a nondecreasing 
function of n. Then there is an equality sign in (1.12). 
Remarks. Let 1,x denote the kth iterate of the logarithm: 1,x = log X, 
ir,x = log(&-,x) (k 3 2). 
(i) Let a(x) = log x, /3(x) = X, $J(x) = 2,x (k > 2). Then F(x, 1) = 
log X, the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied and we get another proof of 
Whittaker’s theorem [16, Theorem I]. 
(ii) if we take a(x) = log x, p(x) = X, we see that Theorem 2 gives 
extensions of parts of Theorems 1 and 2 of [12]. 
(iii) Let a(x) = Zkx, /3(x) = log x (k > 1) then !Z E fl, fl E Lo an 
Theorem 3 gives extensions of a theorem of Varga [15, Theorem I] and some 
theorems of Reddy [7; Theorems 1,2A, 2B]. Note that (1.13) holds whether 
p(q ,8, f) is finite or infinite. If it is infinite then Theorem 3(ii) implies that the 
right-side expression in (1.13) is infinite and conversely. A similar remark 
applies to (1.6), (1.7), part (ii) of Theorem 2 and part (iii) of Theorem 3. 
(iv) By appropriate choices of 01(x), p(x) we get some results, proved in 
[lo, 131, from Theorems 1 and 2. 
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Write 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We prove t12 = ~9~ , $2 = & in parts (a), (b) and then complete the rest in 
(c) and (d). We shall abbreviate, in Theorems 1 and 2, p(a, P,f) to p and 
A(% P,f) to A. 
If f is a polynomial then 6, = & = 0, and using (1.4) we see that 8, = 
cp2=p=h=0.S o we assume that f is a transcendental entire function. 
(a) Since [3, pp. 12-13; 14, pp. 28-321 
log p(2~) > v(r) log 2, 
and p E Lo, we get t& 2 8, , & 3 & . 
(b) To prove CJ$ < & we may assume that C#I~ < co. Given E > 0, there 
exists an indefinitely increasing sequence {Y%} such that for n > n,(e), 
4drJ>/P (log r3 < 43 + 6 (2.1) 
Let #l(r) = $ (log log r) and let n, > no be so large that a+$(r) is defined and 
positive for r > ml . Let 
Then for r = r, E E, 
4w dr)) - 44)) < (1 + 41)) 4(r) log r> - &(r)) 
P(los r> PUos f-1 
= (1 + 41)) PPV(r> log r)) - P(JT4-1) 
P(los r> 
< (1 + 41)) B(Wdr)> + A log log r> 
P(log r> 
< (1 + 41)) B((1 +4lWg log r> 5MrN . fKh3 r> 
= o(l) as r = r,(E E) --f Go. 
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For r = P, E CE, (n > nJ, 
and so #z < q$ . Note that if E (or cE) has only a finite number of elements 
then we need consider cE (resp. E) only. The above argument gives also 
8, < 8, , if we consider all Y > r,,(c) such that 
+twPtlQg 4 < 4 + 65 
and define E = {r / r > rI , F(v(r)) < (log log u) Z&(Y)]. Hence 8, = 8, , 
$2 = $3 D 
(c) Since a(log M(r)) 2 ar(log&r)), we have 
P 2 82, h 3 $2. 
(d) We now prove p < 02, X < #+ . Since 114, pp. 28-321 
log p(2er) > v(2r), 
we have 
log u(2r) = o(l)(log p(2er)), 
log M(r) < log 3 + log p(y) + log v(2r) < (1 f o(l)) log p(2eu). (2.21 
Since /? E Lo, 01 E A it follows that p < 0, . To prove h < q& I assume dz < co 
and let in (2.2) 2er = r, where (u,} is such that a(log ~(~~))/~(~og r,) tends to 
#2 as n -+ CO. Then (2.2) implies that X < & . The theorem is proved. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Write 
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(i) Iff is a polynomial then p0 = A, = p = h = 0 and so we assume f 
to be a transcendental entire function. We prove A, < A. We may assume 
X < co. Given E > 0, there exists a sequence (~3: such that for Y = Y, , 
that is 
“(log M(r)) < @ + 4 PUOS 9, 
M(r) < expWW + 4 POog %I. 
By Cauchy inequality 
I a, I < WW”, 
we get for r = r, and each k 3 0, 
I aIE, I < exp b+(@ + 4 /Wag 4W”. 
Choose k = [c’((X + c) p((log rn))], w ere h [x] denotes the integer part 
of X. Then 
60 + 4 B(los r3> - 1 < k < 4(X + 4 P(los r3), (3.1) 
and 
, a, , < e(k+l) ~lwiz~, le . 
Hence 
2 (log r, - 1X1 + 41)) = (1 + 41)) log r, , 
4WP (; log +J) . ( < 1 + 41)) 4WB(logr,) < (1 + 41)1(X +4 
where we have used (3.1). Hence A,, < h. 
(ii> Set &) = I 4an+l 1 . Then E(n) + co and E(n) > &z - 1) for an 
infinity of y1 (see cf. [13]). When t(n) > &z - l), we have p(r) = I a, j P, 
v(r) = n for &z - 1) < r < E(n). 
Given E > 0, write A = h - E if h < co, h = H (an arbritarily large 
constant) if A = co. Then for r > R, = R,(e), v(r) > oI-l(A&log r)). Let 
1 z j = r > R, and let amlzr”l, anz,zm2, (&x~ - 1) > R,,) be two consecutive 
maximum terms. Then m, < m2 - 1. Let m, < n < m2 . Then v(r) = ml for 
5(ml - 1) < r -=c &ml). So 
ml = v(r) > ol-YWog r)) 2 ~-1(~~(log(5%ml) - d))) 
where d is a constant such that 0 < d < min{l, (&ml) - &ml - 1))/2). 
Further &ml) = &ml + 1) = *.* = <(n - 1). Hence (writing a(m) for a,) 
&no + 1) *a. &z - 1) = 1 “@;(; l) 1 < (5% - l)Y-+-l 
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and so 
and so X < X, . The proof is complete. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Denote the expression on the right of (1.13) by p0 and that on the right of 
(1.12) by X, . By hypothesis (1.2) f(z) and g(z) = C,“=, E&j”) zn. are entire 
functions. As in Theorem 2, we may assume thatfis not a polynomial. This 
assumption implies that g is not a polynomial. Now [5, p. 76-78; I.51 for .v > 4 
and n 3 0, 
En(f) < =@) P(r - 1) ’ 
where 
Consequently for r > 3 and PI 3 0 
Further 
B(r) < co + 2r fJ E,(f) 9, 
k=O 
where co is a positive constant. Hence for r >, 3, 
and so for all large r 
.M(r, f 1 < 9rjWr, d 
and 
dog M(r, f 1) e 4(l + 41)) log MPr, 231 
P(los r) Pm r> * 
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Since p E Lo, we have 
X% B, f> G 4% A d; PC% l&f> G da9 BP d. (4.3) 
(i) We prove (1.12). Assume, as we may, that A, > 0. Write h = ho - E 
if ho < co, A = H if X0 = co. Then for all n > no , 
that is, 
Let r, = exp{l + /I-‘(&)/h)}. By (4.2) we have for Y, < r < Y,+~ (n > no , 
r > 3) 
and 
Hence 
ho < ws l&f>. (4.4) 
(ii.a) By (4.2) we have for r 3 3 
p(r, d G Wr, f); 
and (1.Q (1.7), (4.3), and (4.5) imply that 
X% A f> = 4% A d; PC% B3.f) = PC% B> ST). 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(ii.b) Since [ll; Theorem l] p(a, fi, g) = p. , (1.13) follows from (4.6). 
(iii) By Theorem 2(ii) and (4.6), X0 = X(CX, ,!I, g) = h(a, p,f). 
The proof is complete. 
5. THEOREMS 4 AND 5 
In what follows we extend P(X) over (- co, n) so that /I(X) is nonnegative, 
nondecreasing, and continuous over (-co, a]. (The constant a in (II, i) is 
throughout a positive number.) We assume (1.4) and (1.10). (The condition 
(1.4) assures that the growth of p is not “too slow.“) We denote by (n,} a 
strictly increasing sequence of positive integers. For convenience of notation 
we sometimes write u(n) for a, . 
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THEOREM 4. Let f be a transcendental entire function deJined by (1.8) and 
let E = E(f) denote the sequence of positive integers (n,Jy such that MAX 
(I a@,-,)I : j a(n > 0 for k = 2, 3 ,.... Then 
(5.1) 
where supremum, in (5.1), is taken over all sequences (n,J, and in (5.2) over ail 
sequences {Q) E E. 
Proof Denote by A, = X,({n,>) the expression in curly brackets on the 
right in (5.1) and by A, = h,((q.j) the similar expression in (5.2). Write 
h = AC% B,f>~ 
(0 -VhJ E E then ~l(hJ> G Mh>>. 
To prove (i) we may suppose A, > 0. Then 1 a(nic)[ > 0 for nk E E, k > k, ~ 
Write(4=X,-~ifhI<oo,~=Hifhl=co.ThenforiVO<N<M, 
Hence 
and (i) follows. 
(ii) If(lzJ is the range of u(r, f), then h = hl((nk)). 
Let 
where h > 0 is sufficiently small. We now use (IH, ii) and obtain (ii). 
(iii) For any sequence (n,), h,(&.)) < A. 
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The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2(i) and omitted. 
The theorem follows from (i)-(iii). 
THEOREM 5. L&f(x) E C[- 1, l] and suppose thatf(x) is not a polynomial 
and (1.2) holds. Thenf(x) is the restriction to [-1, 11 of an entire function f (z) 
and 
The proof follows immediately from (4.6) and Theorem 4 and is omitted. 
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